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Pair

Evil Pair   



Code retreat
One day

One problem, language-agnostic

Test-drive pairing on the solution

Every 45 minutes, start over



Code retreats… 
Allow you to learn about pairing, the language you choose to 
work in, the problem, OO design, git hell, and more

Are very tiring

Make you quickly better at solving one problem 



Pairs confused

But excited 

Code retreat energy   
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Getting the hang of it

Code retreat energy   
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Pairs are getting sleepy, 

Speeding through 

is now less fun

Code retreat energy   
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Code retreat + Evil Pair
One 45 minutes round

Same problem

Test-drive pairing on the solution

Make each test pass in the least helpful way possible



Shared experience/conventions

Why at the end?



Shared experience/conventions

Coffee has worn off = creativity hard

Why at the end?



Shared experience/conventions

Coffee has worn off = creativity hard

Makes it all gel together

Why at the end?



Pair
puts “fun”



Evil Pair
good=
eviiiiil

assert
!=  ;_;



Find minimum number of coins 

that make a given value
Given a value V, if we want to make change for V cents, and we have infinite supply of each 

of C = { C1, C2, .. , Cm} valued coins, what is the minimum number of coins to make the 

change?





Find minimum number of coins 

that make a given value
Given a value V, if we want to make change for ents, and we have infinite supply of each of 

C = { C1, C2, .. , Cm} valued coins, what is the minimum number of coins to make the 

change?



















Evil Rails
Add a way for Users in an organization’s 
app to see what committees they are on

This time we had Rails, Rspec, ActiveRecord to 

push Evil Pair toward. 



Evil Rails



Evil Rails



Evil Rails



Evil Rails
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Evil Rails



Learning from Evil



Learning from Evil

WWMGFDTST



Tips and Tricks



Pair



Pair



Impress your friends! How to be Evil
Metaprogramming

Monkey-patching methods

All the stuff they told you not to use (@@class_variables, for example!)



The moral of the 
story



Thank you!
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